NOTES:
1. "ha", "hb" above b bars indicate distance from top of footing to upper end of b bars, see Table.
2. "l" is @ spacing, see Table.
3. a bar spacing, see Table.
4. "Clr" indicates clearance for "FG" text.
5. "SOUND WALL - MASONRY BLOCK WITH BARRIER ON RETAINING WALL" sheet.
6. "#5 @ 8" indicates use of #5 bars at 8" spacing.
7. Footing cover, 2'-0" minimum.
8. Values for offsetting forms to be determined by the Engineer.
9. Footing cover, 2'-0" minimum.
10. "#5 @ 8" indicates use of #5 bars at 8" spacing.
11. "#5 @ 12" indicates use of #5 bars at 12" spacing.
12. "FG" indicates Elevation of footing to upper end of b bars, see Table.
13. "No SCALE" indicates no scale for the drawing.
14. " Bold" indicates bold text for emphasis.
15. "Italics" indicates italicized text for emphasis.
16. "Underline" indicates underlined text for emphasis.
17. "Strikeout" indicates strikeout text for emphasis.
18. "Box" indicates boxed text for emphasis.
19. "Circle" indicates circled text for emphasis.
20. "Square" indicates squared text for emphasis.
21. "Triangle" indicates triangled text for emphasis.
22. "Diamond" indicates diamonded text for emphasis.
23. "Pentagon" indicates pentagoned text for emphasis.
24. "Hexagon" indicates hexagoned text for emphasis.
25. "Octagon" indicates octagoned text for emphasis.
26. "Star" indicates starred text for emphasis.
27. "Arrow" indicates arrowed text for emphasis.
28. "Arrowhead" indicates arrowheaded text for emphasis.
29. "Arrowtail" indicates arrowtailled text for emphasis.
30. "Arrowstem" indicates arrowstemmed text for emphasis.
31. "Arrowhead" indicates arrowheaded text for emphasis.
32. "Arrowtail" indicates arrowtailled text for emphasis.
33. "Arrowstem" indicates arrowstemmed text for emphasis.
34. "Arrowhead" indicates arrowheaded text for emphasis.
35. "Arrowtail" indicates arrowtailled text for emphasis.
36. "Arrowstem" indicates arrowstemmed text for emphasis.
37. "Arrowhead" indicates arrowheaded text for emphasis.
38. "Arrowtail" indicates arrowtailled text for emphasis.
39. "Arrowstem" indicates arrowstemmed text for emphasis.
40. "Arrowhead" indicates arrowheaded text for emphasis.
41. "Arrowtail" indicates arrowtailled text for emphasis.
42. "Arrowstem" indicates arrowstemmed text for emphasis.
43. "Arrowhead" indicates arrowheaded text for emphasis.
44. "Arrowtail" indicates arrowtailled text for emphasis.
45. "Arrowstem" indicates arrowstemmed text for emphasis.
46. "Arrowhead" indicates arrowheaded text for emphasis.
47. "Arrowtail" indicates arrowtailled text for emphasis.
48. "Arrowstem" indicates arrowstemmed text for emphasis.
49. "Arrowhead" indicates arrowheaded text for emphasis.
50. "Arrowtail" indicates arrowtailled text for emphasis.
51. "Arrowstem" indicates arrowstemmed text for emphasis.
52. "Arrowhead" indicates arrowheaded text for emphasis.
53. "Arrowtail" indicates arrowtailled text for emphasis.
54. "Arrowstem" indicates arrowstemmed text for emphasis.
55. "Arrowhead" indicates arrowheaded text for emphasis.
56. "Arrowtail" indicates arrowtailled text for emphasis.
57. "Arrowstem" indicates arrowstemmed text for emphasis.
58. "Arrowhead" indicates arrowheaded text for emphasis.